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MUSIC IN THE WORK OF MARCEL PROUST By ANDRE C(EUROY I T gives one a feeling of profound sadness to read over again



the first few pages of the first book published by Marcel Proust.' Here we find appreciation of music, the pleasure of love and the anguish of death, all blended together. This Baldassare Silvande, vicomte de Sylvanie, who, when dying, plays on his violin music that he composes in secret, is, from his twentieth year onwards, the vision of him who disappeared on the threshold of his fiftieth year. Like little Alexis who goes to stay with his uncle Baldassare, so is entrance gained into the work of Proust by way of a bedroom "stuffed up with musical instruments." And we make acquaintance with Oranthe, a snob who cannot listen to Wagner except in an odour of burning cinnamon, whereas he might love him "in spirit and in truth"; a coquette who cannot well choose between Franck, d'Indy, Handel and Palestrina; Bouvard and Pecuchet exercising their judgment upon the fashionable musicians of the day; a lady elegist in love with an ugly and ordinary 'cellist;2 portraits in verse of musicians (Chopin, Gluck, Schumann, Mozart) and of artists, accompanied in facsimile by four short pieces of Reynaldo Hahn;' a young perverted mondaine 1Marcel Proust died on the 18th of November, 1921, aged fifty-one. After collaborating in Le Banquet of Fernand Gregh, and making the acquaintance of Henri Rabaud, in 1892, he made his debut in 1896 with Les Plaisirs et les Jours (Calmann Levy), preface by Anatole France, illustrations by Madeleine Lemaire and four pianoforte pieces by Reynaldo Hahn. Since 1893 fragments had appeared in La Revue Blanche. Afterwards he produced translations of Ruskin for the Mercure de France: The Bible of Amiens (1904, with a preface, Journdes de Pelerinage), Sesame and Lilies (1906, with a preface, Journdes de Lecture). These two prefaces are included in Pastiches et Melanges, along with various articles that have appeared in the literary supplement of the Figaro. The series A la Recherche du Temps Perdu began to appear in 1913 with Du COt6de chez Swann (B. Grasset). Then the Nouvelle Revue frangaise brought out A l'ombre des jeunes filles en fleur (1919, prix Goncourt); Le C6tO de Guermantes I (1990), II (1921); Sodome et GomorrheI (1921), II (1929). Le Temps Retrouv6 is yet to appear. 2Les Plaisirs et les Jours: La Mort de Baldassare Silvande, vicomte de Sylvanie. Fragments de comidie italienne: VIII Oranthe; XII Eventail. MondanitWet milomanie de Bouvard et Pecuchet. M6lancolique villigiature de madame de Breyves. 3The first piece, entitled Albert Cuyp, is an andante ("Aerial, very calm and even") The third, Antoine, as is also the second, Paulus Potter ("Dragging somewhat"). Watteau, is Andantino, quasi allegretto ("Fantastic and languishing, very blurred and very light"). The last, Anton Van Dyck ("With mingled elegance and melancholy"). These four pieces were composed in 1894.
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no longer capable of seeking all that music has to reveal; a family listening to music that awakes different echoes in each of its members.' Right throughout A la Recherchedu Temps Perdu there pass in a kind of sarcastic undercurrent the Diamants de la Couronne, the Domino Noir, the Juive, Une Nuit de Cldopdtre,the romances of Tagliafico, the valses of M6tra, or again, in accents of praise, the Orphdeof Gluck, Saint-Frangois parlant aux oiseaux, and the prolonged meandering phrases of Chopin.2 Orphge aux Enfers and Cavalleria Rusticana appear in company with a Concerto by Mozart, whilst Guermantes brings into manifestation Beethoven, Saint-Saens and M. Widor.3 Finally, as time and the work advance, there appear Debussy and Faure. Amongst so many musicians, it will be said that at least one is missing: Wagner. As a matter of fact, he is ubiquitous. Throughout the whole work, the Wagnerian soul is present. And here we have the first striking characteristic of the musical aspect of Proust. At the present time, when it is possible to judge of the effects of Wagnerism upon literature, it is easy to discern the contribution of successive generations. There were the pioneers starting on their voyage of discovery: Nerval, Baudelaire, Champfleury, Villiers de l'Isle-Adam. Then appeared enthusiastic popularisers who repeated the well-learnt lesson: Zola, Mendes, Peladan, Huysmans. While opening the door to Wagnerism, they themselves remained on the threshold.5 Then came those who 1Les Plaisirs et les Jours: La Confession d'une Jeune Fille. Les Regrets: Rgveries couleur du temps, IV Famille 6coutant la musique, IX Sonate clair de lune, XIII iloge de la mauvaise musique. 2Du C6td de chez Swann (end vol., p. 196): "The prolonged meandering phrases of Chopin, so free and flexible and tangible, which begin by seeking, by trying to find their place far from the direction of their start, far from their expected goal, phrases that can be played in this flight of fancy only in order to effect a more deliberate and premeditated return, of greater precision, like a crystal with ear-splitting clang, striking you to the very heart." 30n Beethoven's quartet on a Russian theme: "Very fine thing. Rather cold. Touching to reflect that he considered this to be Russian." (end vol., p. 187). Like war, Le Dgluge is "catastrophic" (p. 95) and M. Widor is regarded as not sufficiently striking to be received by the Guermantes (p. 110). 4Sodome et Gomorrhe II (end vol., passim) with a strange criticism on "the last morceau, harassed, disturbing and Schumannesque (though prior to the Sonata of Franck), of Faure's Sonata for piano and violin" (p. 923). 5This is where Proust appears to have taken his stand, as regards Debussyism. He explains Debussy in the same way that Huysmans explained the Overture of Tannhauser: as an intelligent and faithful echo. "If Debussy was not as independent of Wagner as Mmine.de Cambremer was to believe within a few years (because all the same we use conquered weapons to free ourselves completely from the man we have momentarily vanquished), he nevertheless endeavoured, after the satiety we were beginning to feel of too complete works in which everything is expressed, to satisfy a contrary need." (Sodome et Gomorrhe II, end vol., p. 35). Paul Morand asserts that Proust judged correctly the most modern music. "One evening he heard a little music by Darius Milhaud and spoke excellently of it" (Hommage a Proust, N. R. F.).
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succeeded in crossing it, in penetrating to the heart of the conquered fortress. After those who explain, those who live: Andr6 Suares, Maurice Barres, Elemir Bourges, Marcel Proust. And of these, Proust is the one who most strongly and surely lived that Wagnerian life, the peculiarity of which it is to relate, naturally and without an effort, some special feeling or circumstance to some special drama of Bayreuth. No longer have we to deal with a commentary, with aesthetics or with science; the Wagnerian element has become second nature. And so the analyst cannot help expressing himself or analysing others through this domineering element. Almost the only man we can compare with Proust, as regards the potency and vitality of these memories, is George Moore, and even in Evelyn Innes or Sister Teresa it is possible to detect a sort of aesthetic and romantic solicitude to which Proust pays little heed. He affords the example, perhaps unique, of a writer who liv d, as one breathes, in a familiar and every-day Wagnerism' who could quite naturally write, because it was the strict truth: I was enjoying the Cambray air that year, that very day, laden as it was with the hawthornperfumecarriedabout by the wind coming from the cornerof the square,a wind that heralded the rain, and which, in turn, put to flight the sun and allowed him to spread his radiance over the red woollen vestry-cover, flooding it with a brilliant, almost pink carnation hue, geranium-tinted,and with that quasi-Wagnerian gentleness in mirthful joy which gives festivity so noble an aspect (Le de Guermantes,I, p. 12). C6tOW



This is why, as a youth, returning in a motor car to the home of his parents who were impatiently awaiting him, he feels the need of Tristan to analyse the impression which the precipitate summons of the horn must make upon them: I reflected that in Tristan and Isolde (at first in the second act when Isolde waves her scarf as a signal, and afterwardsin the third act on the arrivalof the ship) it is, for the first time, to the strident,indefinite and ever more rapid repetition of two notes whose succession is sometimes produced by chance in the unorganisedworld of noises and, for the second time, to the reed of a young shepherd, to the increasing intensity, the insatiablemonotonyof his thin pipingstrains,that Wagner, in an apparent and genius-inspiredabdication of his creative powers, entrusted the expressionof the most stupendous expectation of felicity that has ever filled the human breast. mimoire des Eglises assassinkes, ch. I.)



(Pastiches et Milanges: En



Is it not easy to understand why, one day when he is anxiously waiting for Albertine, the sudden sound of a telephone call strikes 'A friend of his has related that, in spite of asthma, he mounted on to the platform of the great tower of the chAteau de Coucy, while Bertrand de FNnelon, to encourage him, sang softly the Good Friday Music from Parsifal.
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him to the heart, "a sound as mechanical and sublime as is the waving scarf or the shepherd's reed in Tristan"?



II It is possible to be a Wagnerian without having an ear for music, just as "it is possible to be affected by music without having any knowledge of harmony.'"• But Proust, all of whose senses are extremely acute, is possessed of so subtle and delicate a sense of hearing that he actually organises this "unorganised world of noises." Docilely do the thousand voices and the thousand noises whose multiple interplay he never tires of jotting down (in spite of the cork boards with which he had the walls of his bedroom covered in order to deaden the sound) continually obey the law of an ever vibrating diapason. Who, indeed, ever blended together noise and music with such minute ease as he did? If he hears a voice-not the singing voice, for that he leaves to the lyrists, but rather a voice speaking without any sense of constraint -he at once discovers the hidden harmony within it. In a wood the true lover of birds at once distinguishes between those twitterings that are peculiar to each bird, sounds that all blend into one in the mind of the average person. The lover of maidens knows that human voices are far more varied still. Each of them possesses more notes than the richest instrument. And the combinations into which the voice groups them are as inexhaustible as the endless variety of the many personalities. When chatting with one of my lady friends,I noticedthat the originaland uniqueportraitof her individuality lay ingeniously sketched out before me, tyrannically imposed both by the inflections of her voice and by those of her face, and that these were two spectacles that interpreted,each on its own plane, the same singular reality. It may be that the lines of the voice, like those of the countenance, were not yet definitely established . . . ; in the chattering



of these maidens there were notes that women no longer possess. And on that more varied instrument they played with their lips, with that application and ardour, like the little angel musicians of Bellini, which also form the exclusive appanage of youth . . .



When Andrbe sharply



tapped a low note, she could not prevent the P6rigordianchord of her own vocal organ from giving forth a singing sound in perfect harmony with the Southernpurity of her features.2 xPastiches et Mllanges: En mdmoire, etc., ch. IV. 'A l'ombre des jeunes filles en fleur (2d vol., pp. 187-189). And then again, listening to Albertine speaking: "I heard behind that word one of those notes peculiar to Albertine; each time I ascertained that I had forgotten them, I called to mind the resolute and French-looking countenance of Albertine. Had I been blind, I should have known certain of her alert and somewhat provincial qualities as well from those notes as from the tip of her nose." (Ibid., p. 206.) See also the passage in which the narrator hears on the telephone his grandmother's voice and analyses its vocal sweetness (Le COdM de Guermantes I, p. 121).
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In the various sounds of speech, Proust discerns music inaudible to the average person, as also he does in one's very breathing. If peradventure his aunt snores, he notices that, after a pause, the snoring continues on a lower note, and during the death-rattle of his grandmother, he carefully remarks the "change of register" in the breathing, the "more melodious" accents-like those of the wind in the flute of a reed-of sighs as death draws near. All the scattered roar and rustle of life becomes organized music. The train attunes the throb and start of its wheels to a variety of rhythms: "At first four even semiquavers, then one semiquaver furiously hurled against a crotchet."' A twilight walk is enlivened by the most distant sounds that are seen to be so clear cut and finished off that they seem to owe this effect of distance solely to their pianissimo, like those motives en sourdine so well played by the Conservatoire orchestra that, although not a single note is lost, you nevertheless think you can hear them far from the concert room.2 This ever-present music is not a romantic spell, it is not the summons of a sonorous lyricism, rather is it the perpetual enrichment of existence from the very moment of waking: Sweet moment of early morn openingout like a symphony with the rhythmic dialogueof my three knocks which the partition, instinct with joy and tenderness, immaterial and harmoniouswith angelic singing, answeredby three other knocks, ardently expected and twice repeated, transportingthe very soul of my grandmotherand promisingher arrival, in joyful annunciationand fidelity to music. (A l'ombredes jeunes filles enfleur, 1st vol., p. 220.)



Compare also (Nouvelle Revue Frangaise, janvier, 1923) in the



fragment La Prisonniere: Une matinde au Trocaddro,the analysis of all the noises and songs of the streets and their comparison with definite musical styles: the ritual declamation of Gregory the Great, the reformed declamation of Palestrina, the recitatives 'A l'ombre des jeunesfilles en fleur (1st vol., p. 205). And the music of the motor car: Cecilia improvising on an instrument even more "From time to time-Saint chauffeur) touched the keyboard and pulled out one of the stops of immaterial-(the those organs hidden away in the automobile, whose music, continuous though it was, we scarcely noticed except from the change of register constituted by change of velocity; music that was abstract, so to speak, all symbol and number, making one think of that harmony said to be produced by the spheres as they whirl through the ether." (Pastiches et M6langes. En m~moire des Eglises assassin6es, ch. 4.) 2Du COd•de chez Swann (1st vol., p. 35). This impression of sonority, all the more distinct because of the distance, is noticed several times: and so we have the song "distinct in the distance, when it is feeble, like an orchestral motive," of a passing man (Le C6tMde Guermantes I, p. 9) and an extraordinary scale of noises, of their relative sounds, their intensity in the human ear, along with reflections on deafness (ibid., pp. 67-70).
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of Moussorgski and of Debussy. Lastly, this sense of the music of things he analyses in others also: "I recollect," says F. Gregh (ibid.), "that he made a pen-and-ink sketch of my portrait under the name of Crito, when we were twenty years of age; I cannot immediately put my hand upon this sketch, but it dealt, I remember, with the music made by the wind over the meadow, which Crito, as Marcel Proust indulgently remarks, judged as well as any particular sonata or symphony." Melodious partition, true instrument, the sound of which springs again into manifestation whenever the story-teller reflects on the grandmother who, like some kind fairy, passes into a youth's life. And if the fairy changes Cinderella's pumpkin into a carriage and pair, why should not the sound-producing partition be transformed into a piano or a viol? And why in this life, on which the fairy grandmother smiled, should not the humble kitchen door which swings backwards and forwards in the draught execute "the moaning of voluptuous musical phrases which pile upon one another in the Pilgrims' Chorus, near the end of the Overture of Tannhiduser?" And why, in this intimate musical dream, might one not listen to the trembling of the kitchen floor with as much emotion as though, "like the famous bow-strokes at the beginning of the Symphony in C Minor, they had been the irresistible appeals of some mysterious destiny?" Into this universe which constitutes the work of Proust, where one man dreams of Montaigne, another of Saint-Simon, and another of Balzac, is it not delightful that such fantastic music should enter, bringing with it the simple and dainty atmosphere of a fairy tale by Perrault?



III As music animates the moving life of nature, so it enriches the spiritual life with such variety that, to exhaust it, one must, like Proust in his moods of contemplation, pursue prolonged meanderings. This cloistered man who lived for Literature alone, clearly saw how much novelty music introduces into letters, and, in consequence, he is able to deal with the novel of another writer as a musician does with an orchestra. If we call to mind how he appreciates the novels of Bergotte, we can well understand this method which is to bear rich fruit. At first these novels appear as a musical air over which one will rave, though it cannot yet be distinguished; then there comes "the hidden flow of harmony, the interior prelude" which exalts the style; images now fully and the appreciated recall a song with harp accompaniment,
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whole book becomes a "musical outpouring."1 Hence an inclination to compare the manner of a poet with that of a musician. Hence, too, the poetic art of Proust, which is a "musical" poetic art, though not musical after the fashion of verbal instrumentalists. What is called-very unsuitably-the music of style or of verse does not interest him, as capable judges have remarked before now.2 Musical, however, after the fashion of German romantics, such as Wackenroder, whom Proust does not appear to have read (though sensitive souls are ever at one). They allege that the writer (and the artist) should become one with the object he is interpreting, an ideal most beautifully realised by the art of music in which the artist becomes medium. So long as the gap exists, the task is not accomplished. This particular violinist plays his piece very well, but you see his effects, you applaud him as a virtuoso. When it has all finally vanished, when the song or the violin piece blends into one with the artist who himself is wholly one with it, then the miracle of art will have been realised. It is not to a musician, but to Paul Morand, a young writer,3 that Proust gives this advice. And it is the very same advice that M. de Charlus gives to his friend, the violinist Morel: "You must play as though you were composing it."4 Again, he requires of a pianist that he be nothing more "than a window looking out upon a masterpiece." Is it then hazardous to seek for concrete traces of music in Proust's technique? One, at all events, can scarcely be concealed: that of the leitmotiv. It is not here our object to study how far Wagner imposed his method on the writers who appreciated his music: more than one of Zola's novels might be mentioned in this connection. In Proust's first work, a story dated July 1893: M6lancolique villigiature de Madame de Breyves, we find the following very curious piece of analysis: One phraseof the Meistersingerheard at the soir6eof the Princesse



d'A. .



.



. had the power to call up before her M. de Lal6ande with the



utmost clearness and precision (Dem Vogelder heut' sang, dem war der Schnabel hold gewachsen). Unwittingly she had made of it the true



1"Airs and melodies are absent from the second Wagnerian mode just as 'thoughts' are absent from the Ldgende des Siecles" (Le C6tMde Guermante II, p. 211). 2"He deprives himself, even somewhat austerely, of music; we see that he does not want to suggest, but to discover." (Jacques Rivibre, Nouvelle Revue Frangaise, ;iv. 1990.) Same remark in Mais l'art est difficile by Jacques Boulenger (Ire &rie, p. 93. Plon. 1991). 3Preface to Tendres Stocks. (Cf. also, Pour un ami: Revue de Paris, 15 Nov., 1920.) 'Sodome et Gomorrhe II, Sd vol., p. 7t2: Berma likewise, when playing Phadre, is "the instrument of a great violinist."
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leitmotive[sic]of M. de Laliande, and, hearingit one day at a concert in Trouville, she burst into tears. From time to time, though not too often so that she might not have a surfeit of it, she would shut herself in her roominto which she had had the piano removedand wouldbegin to play, shutting her eyes in order to induce clearervision. Here is the germ, for A la Recherchedu Temps Perdu, of "la petite phrase de Vinteuil," that piano sonata phrase of which it may be said that, without it, the entire amorous psychology of Swann would have no reason of being. Throughout the whole of Wagner's work there is not a single leitmotiv of greater importance, or used with greater skill, than this petite phrase de Vinteuil, right on from the moment when it appears at the birth of Swann's love, accompanies the various phases and developments of this love, rekindles the memory of it, and then passes into the service of the story-teller himself and, quitting the image of Odette, attaches itself to that of Albertine.' Another musical trace appears with equal clearness in comparisons and metaphors, which Proust esteems so highly.2 If an anthology were made of all the musical comparisons of those writers who think, as it is said, in terms of music, those of Proust would stand out from all the rest. Here everything is new. Ever unexpected, they reveal hidden truth and cause one suddenly to apprehend unnoticed relations. This is the essence of Proust's art. He looks at Albertine's beauty-spot: Like a phrasede Vinteuilwhich had delighted me in the Sonata and which floated about in my memory from the andante to the finale on to the day when, having the score in my hand, I was able to fix it in its right place, the scherzo; so the beauty-spot, which my memorydepicted now on the cheek and then again on the chin, finally came to rest on the upper lip just below the nose. (A l'ombreII, p. 160.) He discusses usage and recognised practice: The man of taste in an unforeseensituation is like the musician who is asked to play a piece of music he does not know: both alike adopt the mechanism and technique that are most suitable." (C6tO de GuermantesII, p. 95.) 1On the other hand, Proust repudiated the Beethovenian testhetics in literature. A friend of his (Walter Berry) jokingly remarked that there was material for a dozen novels in a single one of his; he answered that, on this point indeed, his Mestheticswas "contrary to the principle of Beethoven, who declared that he had attained to mastery only when he ceased piling into a single sonata a sufficient number of ideas to compose a dozen. Still, however Beethovenian I remain, in spite of the prevailing fashion, on this point I am not of his opinion, nor have I ever been." 2"I believe (he writes on the subject of Flaubert's style) that metaphor alone can give a sort of eternity to style."
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He shows that exact conceptions at once:



of style are not attained all



Place in front of a piano for six months some one who knows neither Wagner nor Beethoven, and let him try on the keys all those combinations of notes supplied by chance, there will never appear from all this strumming the motiv of the Spring Song from the Walkiire, nor the pre-Mendelssohnian (or rather infinitely super-Mendelssohnian) phrase of the Fifteenth Quartet. (Preface to Tendres Stocks.) He defines the political parties: The Union of the Left differs from the Socialist Federation as a Mendelssohnian musical society differs from the Schola Cantorum. (Sodome I, p. 271.) He wishes us to understand to what a slight extent people take seriously the good we tell them of ourselves: The least we risk is to irritate people by the disproportion that exists between their idea of us and our own words, a disproportion which usually makes the talk of people about themselves as ridiculous as the incessant murmur of tuneless music-lovers who experience the need of humming a tune they like by compensating for their inarticulate murmuring with an energetic show of mimicry and an air of admiration that is unjustified by the sounds to which they give utterance. (A l'ombre, 2d vol., p. 42.) The father of the narrator, while conversing with a man of noble birth, suddenly stops in the middle of a sentence which is concluded by the interlocutor: From the countenance of the aristocratic virtuoso, which had retained the inertia of that of an instrumentalist whose time for playing his part has not yet arrived, there issued at the same speed, in tones that were sharp and as though only just ending (though this time uttered in another pitch of voice), the sentence that had been begun . . . Evidently this was not in itself a very extraordinary termination, but the previous immobility caused it to stand out with the crystalline clearness, the quasi-malicious unexpectedness, which enables the piano, silent up to this point, to answer at the right moment the 'cello that has just been heard, in a Concerto of Mozart.' Or finally-and this is characteristic of the advance of the Proustian spirit-he occasionally illumines a tiny corner of society life by a sudden radiance of musical psychology, so unexpected, is succeeded by gratitude though so real, that astonishment 'A l'ombre des jeunes flles en fleur (1st vol., p. 29). This comparison between a verbal dialogue and an instrumental one seems to be borrowed from Meredith, who, in The Egoist, speaks of one who again takes up his instrument to continue the melody in a Concerto. Various critics (Charles Du Bos, Leon Daudet) have noted the affinities between Meredith and Proust. The latter possesses the advantage of circumstantia precision.
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for the decisive advance which Proust makes the old romantic psychology effect through music: A certain number of good or evil realities gain considerably from the adhesion of persons who have authority over you. For instance, among the Courvoisiers, the rites demanded by the spirit of amiability when out in the street consisted of a certain bow, very ungainly and anything but amiable in itself, but which was known to be the genteel manner of wishing one good-morning, the result being that people, crushing down their wonted hearty smiling welcome, endeavoured to imitate this cold gymnastic performance. As a rule, however, the Guermantes, particularly Oriane, though acquainted with these rites better than any one, if they saw you when they were out riding, did not hesitate to greet you with a gentle wave of the hand; and from a drawingroom, leaving the Courvoisiers to carry through their stiff and constrained bows, they made you charming little courtesies, holding out the hand as to a comrade, with smiling blue eyes, the result being that, thanks to the Guermantes, the hitherto somewhat hollow and arid substance of style and elegance at once acquired everything that one would naturally have liked and yet had tried to banish: a true welcome, spontaneity, the exuberance of genuine kindliness. It is in the same manner, though by a rehabilitation which this time finds little justification, that those who most possess in themselves an instinctive liking for bad music and for melodies, however banal, of pliant or pampered quality, succeed in mortifying within themselves this liking, by cultivating a taste for symphonic music. But once they have reached this stage, when, rightly marvelling at the dazzling orchestral colouring of Richard Strauss, they see the musician, with a degree of indulgence worthy of Auber, welcome the most ordinary and common motives, then that which these persons like suddenly acquires from so high an authority a justification that delights them, and, as they listen to Salome, they are particularly and unscrupulously gratified by what they were not permitted to like in Les Diamants de la Couronne.I It is unexampled that introspection should ever have been equally well served by observations taken from music. In Proust, the method is so natural that he applies it to the psychological formation of his characters. His facility is such that at first it is not noticed at all, but as we call to mind this procession of characters, so diverse in kind, we discover that they have, if the expression may be hazarded, their own musical personal equation, as though music were the touchstone of their worth. The grandmother proves that she is the symbol of the "natural" by condemning pianistic interpretations as "too affectedly refined, even manifesting particular complaisance for Rubinstein's notes, however out-of-tune." Albertine, though she understands painting, is quite devoid of taste in music: she is fond of Cavalleria Rusticana: such stupidity, however, is not her own, it is "that xLe C6t' de Guermantes II, p. 126.
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of her age and environment." Odette is at once relegated to her right place, as soon as it is known that she likes the Valse des Roses. Gilberte, more complex in nature, is the possessor of a laugh that does not harmonise with her speech, one that seems, like music, to describe an invisible surface on another plane. Mademoiselle Vinteuil's friend, a lady scandalmonger, appears to have had "an extraordinary aptitude" for music. The heart of Swann himself beats only to the rhythm of Vinteuil's Sonata which very distinctly depicts the Bois de Boulogne in a sort of cataleptic moonlight, while, in a gruppetto, can distinctly be heard the voice of some one saying: "One could almost read a newspaper." M. de Charlus, a man of doubtful character, who plays the piano so nicely and gives Morel the violinist such good advice, transposes his frenzy into sonatas: if he rages angrily, his forte passes into fortissimo; and if he then moderates his tone, a scherzo is intercalated, until the moment when, as he takes his leave, he utters the recommendation: "No dissonance before the eternal silence of the dominant chord." On the day that he is playing with Morel the Sonata of Faur6, his biographer reflects curiously on what it can be that combines in one and the same individual a physical blemish and the spiritual gift of music: Who could have discernedthat the rapid and anxious, though so charming, style with which M. de Charlus played the Schumannesque morceau of the Sonata of Faure, had its correspondent-one dares not say its cause-in the wholly physical parts, the nervous deficiencies,of M. de Charlus? (SodomeII, 2d vol., p. 224.) It is worthy of note that in this gallery we cannot have a representation of Vinteuil, the composer. The soul of this little provincial organist, whose Sonata plays so eminent a part, is at no single moment confronted with the music. It is known only when engaged in a struggle with the distressing rumours afloat regarding his daughter. As though Proust were thus determined to emphasise his desire to avoid the point of view which most men would not fail to choose, he regards non-musicians from the standpoint of music and musicians from the standpoint of morality. The same remark applies to Morel, the violinist. But who is Morel? Who is Vinteuil? Proust has not told us. Besides, there are no "keys" to Proust's characters, or rather there are too many. Each character combines within itself the traits of several real beings. Nevertheless, Proust has given Jacques de Lacretelle a few very curious indications as to the "personality" petite phrase of Vinteuil's Sonata:
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To the degree-a very feeble degree-in which reality has come to my assistance, the petite phrase of this Sonata, and I have never mentioned it to anyone, is (to begin at the end) in the Saint-Euverte soiree, the charming though really very ordinary phrase of a sonata for piano and violin by Saint-Satns, a musician I do not like. (I will point out to you the exact passage, which recurs several times and which constituted the triumph of Jacques Thibaud.) At the same soiree, a little earlier, I should not be surprised if, when speaking of the petite phrase, I had thought of the Good Friday Music. And again, at the same soiree (page 241), when piano and violin moan like two birds responding to each other, I thought of the Sonata of Franck (especially when played by Enesco), whose quartet appears in one of the following volumes. The tremolos that drown the petite phrase at the Verdurins have been suggested to me by a Lohengrin prelude, but the petite phrase itself was suggested at that very moment by something of Schubert. At the same Verdurin soiree it becomes a ravishing piano morceau of Faure ... And now there appear the whole band of snobs, when Proust's irony finds expression in music better than in anything else. It was a methodical massacre which had begun, in Les Plaisirs et les DisJours, with the melomania of Bouvard and of Pecuchet. dainful of the solfege in Flaubert, they now have clear ideas on the matter. Pecuchet is strongly in favour of the Domino Noir, but Bouvard is a determined Wagnerian: From the score of the Walkiire, the 'Spring Song' had carefully been torn away. In the table of Wagner's operas, on the first page, Lohengrin, Tannhduser had been indignantly struck out with red pencil marks. Of the earlier operas, Rienzi alone remained. To repudiate it has become commonplace, the time has come, subtly opined Bouvard, to launch forth the contrary opinion. Gounod made him laugh, Verdi made him scream. Assuredly inferior to Eric-Sati (sic), who can say the contrary? And yet Beethoven seemed to him of importance, after the semblance of a Messiah. Without humbling himself, Bouvard might greet Bach as a forerunner. Saint-Sains lacks substance and Massenet lacks form, he was continually repeating to Pecuchet, in whose eyes, on the contrary, Saint-Satns had nothing but substance and Massenet nothing but form. . . . Knowing but little about Gaston Lemaire, though occasionally dealing in contrasts, they were eloquent in their opposition to Chausson and to Chaminade . . . It was the democrat even more than the musician in Bouvard who proscribed the music of Charles Levad- . . . The object of their liveliest disputes, however, was Reynaldo Hahn. Whereas his intimacy with Massenet, ever calling forth the cruel sarcasm of Bouvard, pitilessly pointed him out as a victim to the passionate partiality of PIcuchet, he exasperated this latter by his admiration for Verlaine, an admiration, moreover, that was shared by Bouvard. "Work at Jacques Normand, SullyPrudhomme, the Vicomte de Borelli. Thank Heaven," he added patriotically, "in the land of the troubadours, there is no lack of poets. In spite of the efforts of all your fine gentlemen, French music will either be clear and limpid, or will be altogether non-existent."
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The gallery of musical snobs, in A la Recherche du Temps Perdu, is the truest and most varied that has ever been shown. Here is Madame Verdurin, the diligent protectress of an ever new pianist who invariably dashes into Plante or Rubinstein; the lady minister of public education who imagines that Lohengrin is the latest revue of the Folies-Berg&re ("a side-splitting business"); a small cousin of M. de Guermantes who every morning "starts for the Schola to learn counterpoint and fugue"; Madame de Citri, who gets bored to death when she hears Wagner or Beethoven, Franck or Debussy. The duke and duchess of Guermantes occupy a place of honour. The duchess opportunely remarks that there is a great deal of Italian music in Wagner, or else maintains the "thirst-quenching" opinion that the finest Iphigenia is that of Puccini and not that of Gluck, and, though regarding Tristan as dull as ditch water, she nevertheless remembers "a dainty note of the horn" just when the hunt is passing. The duke's intuitions are terribly confused. He calls for "an old air of Weber, of Boieldieu, and even of Beethoven." Wagner, however, immediately sends him off to sleep. "You are quite wrong," retorts Madame de Guermantes, "in spite of interminably long passages, Wagner was not without genius. Lohengrin is a masterpiece. Even in Tristan, you come across an interesting page from time to time. And the chorus of the spinning maidens in The Flying Dutchman is simply marvellous." No, Monsieur le Duc still prefers "les rendez-vous de compagnie," and Fra Diavolo, and The Magic Flute, and Lenobl, Chalet, and Les Noces de Figaro, and Les Diamants de la Couronne, even though in literature he adores Balzac and les Mohicans de Paris. And can we forget Madame de Cambremer, whose salivary glands, whenever she "talks music, enter into a state of bypersecretion"? To her is appointed the task of defending Pellbas, "a little masterpiece" with which she is "smitten." When a certain Monsieur de Chevigny criticises this opera as insignificant ("Perier always plays well, but it is preferable to see him in some other r6le"), she answers that Pellgas "is even finer than Parsifal, because in the latter, notwithstanding its many beauties, they are overcast with a certain halo of tuneful-and therefore decadentphrases."'1 Light and delicatel irony which occasionally reaches the stage of simpering affectation, when the pianist, who is playing the Fetes of Debussy to general applause, suffers from lapse 1Sodome et Gomorrhe II (9d vol., pp. 26, 34, 110, etc., and 3d vol., p. 177). Cf. also (2d vol., p. 35) the analysis of snobbery as applied to the respective merits of Debussy, Massenet and Chopin.
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of memory and runs on into a march of Meyerbeer ("They all thought it was still Debussy that he was playing and continued to acclaim it as sublime"), or when, as a result of the repeated attacks of neuralgia occasioned by the music of Bach and Wagner, of Vinteuil and Debussy, Madame Verdurin's forehead assumes enormous proportions, like the distorted limbs of one who suffers from rheumatism.



IV We can well understand that the mind of Proust, so naturally inclined to music, should find pleasure in adjusting the workings of psychology to the interplay of sounds. As long ago as 1896, he analyses the thought of a lover who is on the point of seeing again the lady he loves, as a musical phrase seems to await the chord that is to resolve it.' Music is the accompaniment of friendship, for, in the society of a friend, it is possible to experience a sort of intoxication that is anything but sensual, a fleeting emotion, "a brief musical moment." Music is also the accompaniment of love, whether the story-teller, renouncing his joys, sings for hours together the Farewell of Schubert with tears in his eyes, or the petite phrase of Vinteuil becomes the sign and justification of Swann's various amours. It also accompanies the obscure task of memory and codperates in the contemplation of recollection. It is not at all by chance that Proust evokes the orchestra when endeavouring to collect his own scattered recollections, memories half effaced and scarcely conscious, "inexpressible to friends with their richly interwoven impressions as accompaniment"; memories lost in the uncertainty of a penumbra and which, at the twilight hour, give to life itself "the foundation and consistency of an opulent orchestration." Hidden toil of the "goddess mnemonics" that readily calls forth musical expansiveness as on some memorable spring morning: That morning I was surprised to find myself humming a caf&concert air which I had forgotten ever since the year when I had been obliged to go to Florence and Venice. The very atmosphere,according to the state of the weather, profoundly affects the physical organism, summoning up from obscure depths, in which they had lain forgotten, such inscribedmelodies as memory has not decipheredfor us. A more wide-awakedreamerwill soon accompanythis musicianto whom I was listening within myself without even recognising at once what he was I, p. 1929.) playing. (CO6tde Guermantes Proust never considered that we should take a purely intellectual pleasure alone in music. Music participates in the entire 'Les Plaisirs cf les Jours: La Fin de la Jalousie.
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spiritual life; it is part and parcel of activity in general; it laves the soul, nay, life itself, by stirring up past recollections: The thinker sees his moral life in its entirety spread out before him; the declines and falls of the melody are his own declines and falls, and his whole heart leaps forward and upward when the melody resumes its flight. The potent murmur of the various harmonies fills the obscure and well-stocked depths of his memory. The man of action pants amid the melee of the chords, at the gallop of the vivaces; he attains a For all that, the musician who majestic triumph in the adagios . . . claims that he finds only a technical pleasure in music, also experiences these significant emotions, though they are enveloped in a sense of musical beauty which screens them from his own gaze. Finally, I myself as I listen in music to the most expansive and universal beauty of life and death, of sea and sky, am also conscious of all that thy charm holds that is peculiar and unique, my dear beloved. (Les Plaisirs et les Jours: Famille 6coutant la musique.) It is astonishing that this sensitiveness should always be We know, from the kept in control by the keenest of intellects. example of Murger and of many romantics, what may happen in There is no such literature from uncurbed musical outpourings. faltering or weakness in Proust.1 His lrloge de la mauvaise musique treats the most dangerous of themes with elegant discretion. to despise-bad He asks us to detest-not music.2 When, after a ripened experience, he listens to the trills and graces of the casino of Balbec, he understands why each motive of this weak and facile music is so detestable: because it offers to all comers the secret of the voluptuousness lurking within it, because it actually "All disinteraccosts and lavishes its caresses on the listener. ested sense of beauty, all gleam of intelligence, is unknown to him." V What we marvel at in Proust is the fact that sensibility, intellect, and memory, are incessantly coming to one another's aid. In him, music possesses the rare gift of arousing all three in the extreme, the result being that (as Ch. Du Bos has remarked in his Approximations) it is when speaking of music that Proust attains to the highest reaches of beauty: For more than a year during which, revealing to himself the fertile resources of his soul, the love of music had for some time at least been 1If we except the fragment Sonate clair de lune (in Les Plaisirs et les Jours, p. 191). 2Les Plaisirs et les Jours (p. 200): "Certain harpeges (sic) and recurrent themes have created, within the soul of innumerable lovers or dreamers, the harmonies of Paradise, the very voice of the beloved. A book of indifferent ballads, well thumbed and torn from being in constant use, ought to affect us as does a cemetery, or a village."
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born within him, Swann had looked upon musical motives as true ideas, of another order and another world, ideas veiled in darkness, unknown and intellectually impenetrable though none the less quite distinct from one another, unequal in value and meaning. When, after the Verdurin soiree and the playing once again of the petite phrase, he had endeavoured to recognise the way in which it enveloped him like a perfume or a caress, he discovered that this impression of chilly and shrinking gentleness was due to the slight difference between the five notes that made up the phrase and to the constant repetition of two of them; though, as a matter of fact, he was aware that he was reasoning in this way not concerning the phrase itself but with reference to simple better to understand it-for the mysterious values substituted-the entity he had perceived, before becoming acquainted with the Verdurins, on the evening when he first heard the Sonata. He knew that his very recollection of the piano also perverted the method in which he regarded matters dealing with music, that the field open to the musician is no paltry keyboard of seven notes, but an immeasurable keyboard, still almost entirely unknown, where only here and there, separated by a dense unexplored obscurity, some of the millions of keys of tenderness and passion, courage and serenity of which it is composed, each as different from the rest as one universe from another, have been discovered by a few great artists who, by arousing within us the correspondent of the theme they have found, do us the service of showing us what wealth and variety, unknown to us, lies concealed in that great inscrutable and discouraging night of the soul which we regard as emptiness, nonentity. Vinteuil had been one of these musicians. In his petite phrase, though it offered a dark surface to the reason, one felt so explicit and consistent a content, to which it gave so novel and original a force, that those who had heard it maintained it on a level with the intellectual life. Swann returned to it, as to a conception of love and happiness, at once as fully aware of its peculiarity as he was in the case of the Princesse de Cleves or of Rene, when their names appeared before his memory. Even when not thinking of the petite phrase, it was still latent in his mind in the same way as certain other non-equivalent notions, such as those of light and sound, of relief, of physical voluptuousness, which constitute the rich and diverse possessions with which the human soul is adorned. . . . Thus, like a theme in Tristan which also pictures before us a certain sentimental acquisition, the Vinteuil phrase had espoused our mortal condition, assumed something human that was touching enough. Its fate was linked on to the future, to the reality of our soul whereof it was one of the most special adornments. Perhaps it is nothingness that constitutes truth, and all our dreaming is non-existent; but then, we feel that these musical phrases, these notions that exist regarding it, must also be nothing. We shall perish, but we have as hostages these divine captives which will follow our fortunes. And death, along with them, brings with it something less bitter and less inglorious, perhaps less probable. Swann therefore was not wrong in believing that the phrase of the Sonata really did exist. Undoubtedly, while human from this point of view, it nevertheless belonged to an order of supernatural beings we have never seen, but which we are nevertheless delighted to recognise
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when some explorer of the invisible succeeds in making one captive, and bringing it down from the divine world to which it has access, so that it may shine above our own for a few moments. This is what Vinteuil had done for the petite phrase. Swann felt that the composer had been content, with his instruments of music, to reveal and make it visible, to follow and respect the arrangement of it with a hand so delicate and tender, so prudent and assured, that the sound changed every moment, becoming blurred to indicate a shade effect, and again full of life when it had to represent a bolder contour. A proof that Swann was not mistaken when he believed in the real existence of this phrase is that any intelligent lover of music would immediately have noticed the imposture, if Vinteuil, having had less power to see and express its forms, had attempted to conceal the gaps in his vision or the falterings of his hand by occasionally introducing little touches of his own. It had disappeared. Swann knew that it would again make its appearance at the end of the last movement, after a long morceau which Madame Verdurin's pianist invariably omitted. It contained admirable ideas which Swann had not noticed at the first audition and which he now perceived, as though, within the store-room of his memory, they had freed themselves from the uniform disguise of novelty. Swann listened to all the scattered themes that entered into the composition of the phrase as premises into a necessary logical conclusion; he was assisting at its genesis.' The contemplative Proust, as he turns things over and over again and presents them in their various aspects according to the period or the stage of enlightenment, sets to work on this sonata. Once more he confronts it with an idea which is dear to him, that of movement. Mobility and music are twins. Formerly he had in them but a Baudelairean "correspondence," at seen nothing Venice when observing the echo "though invisible" of a final note of light held over the canals "as if it were caused by some optical pedal," or on the bank of a river gay with butterflies and which he contemplates "with a soul of sound" after the fashion of the romantics of Germany: When we perceived them as they were returning from the other bank, thus revealing that they were playing and freely sailing about over the waters, we heard strains of delightful harmony. They, however, quietly returned, making innumerable capricious detours which varied the original harmony and expressed an enchantingly fantastic melody. Our soul, now attuned to sound, discerned in their silent flight a music instinct with charm and freedom, and all the sweet and strong harmonies of lake and woods and sky, as well as of our own lives, formed an accompaniment of magic sweetness which made us melt into tears.2 1Du CO6tde chez Swann (td vol., pp. 1•1-194). The following development,which is less difficult,deals with the analysis of the final movement of the Sonata (now supposed to be that of Franck). rielle.



2Les Plaisirs et les Jours: Les Regrets, Rgveries couleur du temps: XXII Prisence
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Subsequently, conscious of the treasures of the soul, he makes (through Swann) innumerable other discoveries in the mobility of the Vinteuil Sonata: At first he had appreciated only the material quality of the sounds secreted by instruments. It had already been a great pleasure when, beneath the dainty outline of the small violin, he had suddenly seen, attempting to rise in a liquid chopping motion, the bulk of one part of the piano, in multiform clash and conflict, like the mauve tossing of the waves beneath the soft charm of moonlight. At a given moment, however, though unable clearly to distinguish a contour, to give a name to that which pleased him, in sudden delight he had attempted to catch the passing phrase or harmony which had occasioned him greater soul expansion, just as certain perfumes of roses, in the moist evening air, possess the property of dilating our nostrils. Perhaps it was because he did not know music that he was able to experience so vague an impression, one of those impressions, nevertheless, which are, it may be, the only ones that are purely musical and unextended, wholly original and incapable of being reduced to any order of impression. A momentary impression of this kind, and sine materia, so to speak. Undoubtedly the notes we then hear, according to their pitch and their quality, actually tend to cover before our eyes surfaces of various dimensions, to outline arabesques, to afford us sensations of expansion and of tenuity alike, of stability and of freakish caprice. The notes, however, have died away before these sensations become sufficiently formed within us not to be submerged by those which the following or simultaneous notes already awaken. And this impression would continue to envelop with its "molten" liquidity the motives which from time to time emerge therefrom, scarcely discernible, only to sink and disappear, at once, known solely by reason of the particular pleasure they give, impossible to describe, to remember, to name, ineffable,-did not memory, like a workman engaged in setting up lasting foundations amid the billows, by creating for us facsimiles of these fleeting phrases, enable us to compare them with those that follow, and to differentiate them therefrom. Thus, no sooner had the delightful sensation experienced by Swann faded away, than his memory had immediately supplied him with a summary and provisional transcription of it, though one which he had glanced at while the piece was being played; the result being that, when the same impression suddenly returned, it was now no longer inapprehensible. He made a mental image of its scope, its symmetrical groupings, its scheme and its expressional value; he had before him that something which is no longer pure music, but which is rather arrangement, architecture, thought, and which enables one to recollect music. This time he had clearly discerned a phrase that rose, for several moments, above the waves of sound. At once it had set before him special delights of which he had had no idea before hearing it, and concerning which he was aware that nothing other than itself could make them known to him, so that his feeling towards it was that of a love hitherto unknown (DuoC6t de chez Swann, 1st vol., pp. 193-194). And again, cannot this Sonata be apprehended in another way? Does not the r6le of memory deserve to be more strictly defined?
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Frequently we hear nothing, if the music to which we are listening for the first time is somewhat complicated. And yet, subsequently, after this Sonata had been played to me two or three times, I found that I knew it perfectly. Consequently people are quite right when they speak of something "heard for the first time." If, as we imagined, we had really distinguished nothing at first hearing, then the second or third auditions would be so many firsts, and there would be no reason for any greater understanding at the tenth audition. Probably what is lacking on the first occasion is not so much understanding And not only do we not at once remember works as memory. . . . that really are seldom performed, but even in each of these worksand this was my case with regard to the Vinteuil Sonata-it is the least important parts that are first noticed. . . . Furthermore, even when I had listened to the Sonata from beginning to end, it remained almost wholly invisible to me, like some monument, portions only of which can be perceived through the mist or because of the distance. Hence the inevitable melancholy associated with knowledge of such works, as of everything else that happens in time. When that which is most profoundly hidden in the Vinteuil Sonata is revealed to me, now transported by habit out of the chains of my sensibility, that which I had at first distinguished and preferred began to elude me, to fade away. Because only on successive occasions could I like all that this Sonata gave me, I never entered completely into possession of it: it very much resembled life itself. Less deceptive than life, however, these great masterpieces do not offer us their best from the outset. In the Vinteuil Sonata the beauties most quickly discerned are also those of which we soonest tire, and for the same reason: that they differ less from what we already know. . . . The reason why it is difficult to admire a work of genius from the first is that the person who wrote it is an extraordinary being, that very few people resemble him. It is his work itself which, by fecundating the few minds capable of understanding it, will make them grow and multiply. It is Beethoven's Quartets (Quartets XII, XIII, XIV and XV) that took fifty years to produce, to create a public, thus realisingas do all masterpieces-a degree of progress, if not in the worth of the artists, at least in the society of intellects, a society nowadays largely composed of what could not be found when the masterpiece first appeared, i. e., people capable of loving it. What is called posterity is the posterity of the work. (A l'ombre des jeunes filles en fleur, pp. 95-97.)



VI Now we can understand why music is so marvellously exciting to Marcel Proust. It is because it is ceaselessly arousing the memory of which it is so bounteously the provider, because it suddenly springs forth from the unconscious at the summons of an attentive power. For any one who attempts, as does Proust, the resurrection of a life by means of memory, music becomes his most Without a musical memory, would Swann precious auxiliary. be Swann at all? The petite phrase de Vinteunil, sign of a complex a delight to hear it played on a bad piano by Odette, love-what
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who plays indifferently and in the most ludicrous taste-is the very key to his soul,' just as, in another sense, it is the key to Proust's whole theory of art.2 Proust sought, in all things and at all times, "the clear flame of a wholly purified knowledge." He never ceased to aim at "a slow and difficult enlightenment" upon those "confused ideas" which exalt the soul. It is in this desire that his strong love of music has such deep roots. This is because music is the most confused amongst all those confused ideas which exalt the soul; because the problems it raises (indeed, its very nature) are the most difficult to apprehend; because it is in all respects similar to those distant objects whereof Proust said that they "appear to conceal, beyond what we see, something which they invite us to come and take, something which they seem to contain and to withhold at the same time." To discover this content is the whole of the Recherche du Temps Perdu. If the essential duty of the spirit, says Proust, is "to follow its impression to the very end," then the mystery of music is one of those to which the mind devotes itself with supreme enjoyment. Calculated to satisfy the strongest of all spiritual demands and exigencies, music has given of her inexhaustible stores to this contemplator of life, a man superabundant as nature herself, who was determined that confused ideas, after endless meanderings, should finally attain their true "repose in light." (Translated by Fred Rothwell.)



1"Before Swann had had time to understand and say to himself: 'It's the petite phrase of Vinteuil's Sonata, I won't listen!' all his recollections of the time when Odette was in love with him-memories which he had hitherto succeeded in keeping invisible within the depths of his inmost soul, deceived as they were by this sudden ray of love which they thought had returned-had again awakened, and, with all possible speed, had risen to chant in accents of despair wild strains of happiness over his present ill-fortune." (Du C6tOdeochez Swann, 2d vol., p. 118.) 2M. Ren6 Lalou throws light upon this point in his Histoire de la litt&raturefrangaise contemporaine (Crbs, 1922): "(Proust) has informed us that 'in the last volume he bases the whole of his theory of art upon unconscious recollections,' and these to him are realities after the style of the petite phrase de Vinteuil which the musician by no means invented but simply released into freedom" (p. 645).
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